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A B S T R A C T
Inspired by the challenges of environmental change and the resource limitations experienced by modern
society, recent decades have seen an increased interest in understanding the collapse of past societies.
Modelling efforts so far have focused on single, isolated societies, while multi-patch dynamical models
representing networks of coupled socio-environmental systems have received limited attention. We
propose a model of societal evolution that describes the dynamics of a population that harvests renewable
resources and manufactures products that have positive effects on population growth. Collapse is driven by
a critical transition that occurs when the rate of natural resource extraction passes beyond a certain point,
for which we present numerical and analytical results. Applying themodel to Easter Island gives a good ﬁt to
the archaeological record. Subsequently, we investigate what effects emerge from the movement of people,
goods, and resources between two societies that share the characteristics of Easter Island. We analyse how
diffusive coupling andwealth-driven coupling change the population levels and their distribution across the
two societies compared to non-interacting societies. We ﬁnd that the region of parameter space in which
societies can stably survive in the long-term is signiﬁcantly enlarged when coupling occurs in both social
and environmental variables.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Modern society is pushing beyond the safe operating boundaries
of its global environment (Rockströmetal., 2009). Resourcedepletion,
species extinction, deforestation and climate change are symptoms
associated with passing these boundaries. A starting point for man-
aging modern societies response to these problems is understanding
thedynamicsgoverninghuman-environment interactions,andstudy-
ing past societies offers the possibility of gaining insight into these
dynamics. There are many examples throughout history of societies
that have collapsed:Mesopotamia, theMinoan andMycenaean Civil-
isations, the Western Roman Empire, the Lowland Classic Maya and
theChacoans to namea few (Tainter, 1988). Understanding andquan-
tifying the conditions which lead to collapse can provide a guide for
present society concerninghowto copewith resource constraints and
environmental challenges, and avoid a potential collapse.
Societal collapse can be deﬁned as a “rapid, signiﬁcant loss of an
established level of sociopolitical complexity” (Tainter, 1988, p. 4).
* Corresponding author.
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Under what conditions do human societies face a collapse or, in
particular, a population crash? This question has been a recurrent
issue in the history of mathematical and computational modelling.
Arguably, the earliest study addressing it can be considered to be the
work of Malthus (1798) which raised wide concerns over popula-
tion growth and land availability. Much later, a more sophisticated
model was developed in Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972)
that showed a decline in population levels in the second half of
the 21st century. Both works were misunderstood and faced harsh
criticism (Neurath, 1994), mostly because the quantitative reason-
ing and modelling they employed were unfamiliar at the time to
large portions of the educated population, especially in the case of
Limits to Growth (Bardi, 2011). In recent times, interest in the math-
ematical modelling of societal dynamics has revived (Anderies, 2000;
Turchin, 2008), with several models quantifying historical cases of
societies that have experienced collapse (Axtell et al., 2002; Brander
and Taylor, 1998; Heckbert, 2013).
The focusofmost recentmodelshasbeenon thedynamicsof single
societies, most prominently Easter Island (Brander and Taylor, 1998;
DaltonandCoats,2000;GoodandReuveny,2006;PezzeyandAnderies,
2003;ReuvenyandDecker,2000).While, likeEasterIsland,manycases
of collapse occurred in isolation, the dynamics of multiple coupled
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolecon.2016.11.003
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societies is no less important tohistorical knowledgeandunderstand-
ing. Given the highly interconnected nature of the modern world,
studying the behaviour of a network with many coupled, interacting
socio-environmental systems is ofmuch interest for the present envi-
ronmental debate (Rockström et al., 2009). Furthermore, it is likely
that it can shed light onpast cases of collapse. Themovement of popu-
lations,alongwiththeproductstheycarry,havehadasigniﬁcanteffect
on social dynamics throughout human history (Manning and Trim-
mer, 2013). Historically, commerce and the establishment of trade
routes proved crucial to the growth and development of many com-
plex societies, in particular the Roman empire (Van der Leeuw and de
Vries, 2003). The building of road networks and the development of
exchange systems contributed to its growth (Dowdle, 1987). Subse-
quently, the migration of Germanic tribes had a large impact on the
later stages of the empire (Halsall, 2007). Seafaring has been equally
important tomigration and trade, e.g., the Roman Empire with Egypt,
but also in the society of the Maya (McKillop, 1996). The systematic
movement of people and goods over large distances and the build-
ing of the necessary infrastructure (roads, bridges etc.) to facilitate
transit and transport are characteristic signs of high levels of societal
complexity (Tainter, 1988).
In this paper we present a dynamical systems model of societal
development, which we apply to Easter Island. Then, we take a
ﬁrst step in the direction of quantifying the dynamics of networks
of societies by starting with the simplest possible case, namely
two coupled societies interacting by various forms of movement of
people, goods or resources. To add historical context to our study,
we again parametrise the model for Easter Island. By investigating
the situation of interacting societies, we are essentially addressing
the hypothetical situation: What if Easter Island was not an isolated
island? What if people migrated and traded goods with an adja-
cent island? Would such interactions have prevented, alleviated or
accelerated the collapse?
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the
recent literature on models of the long-term dynamics of societies.
We ﬁnd that the modelling methodology regarding dynamical sys-
tems is separated into two schools of thought, one focusing on
economic principles underlying societal dynamics, while the other
uses a more heuristic ecological approach to model building.
In Section 3 we propose a model aligned to the ecological
methodology for the dynamics of a single society. In Subsection 3.1
we describe the model and apply it to reproduce the archaeological
data of Flenley and Bahn (2003) about the collapse of Easter Island.
Furthermore, a comparison is made between the results of the pro-
posed model and the model of Brander and Taylor (1998), that also
focuses on Easter Island. In Subsection 3.2 we analyse the critical
transitions in the model when important parameters are changed.
Appendix A contains a more detailed mathematical treatment.
Having validated the model for a single society, we proceed
in Section 4 to investigate scenarios of two societies coupled
together through exchanges of population, resources or goods under
different conditions. We initially investigate simple diffusion in
Subsection 4.1, and then in Subsection 4.2we study targeted, wealth-
driven migration, in which migration occurs from poor to rich soci-
eties driven by a difference in the wealth per capita. The results
pinpoint when the coupling is beneﬁcial or not for the sustainability
of the entire system.
2. Related Literature
The earliest arguments regarding long-term societal sustain-
ability or collapse that were amenable to quantitative modelling
were in the work of Malthus (1798). Concerns regarding human-
environment interactions started to re-emerge in the 1960s, when
sustainability science was born, arguably through the publication
of the work of Carson (1962). A work that sparked intense debate
and interest in mathematical modelling was Limits to Growth
(LTG) (Meadows et al., 1972), which proposed an aggregated world
model formulated in terms of a set of equations describing the
dynamics and time evolution of several key aspects of society. Such
a set of equations constitutes a dynamical system that attempts to
capture important feedbacks present in socio-environmental sys-
tems. Recent research by Turner (2008) has compared the trajecto-
ries from Meadows et al. (1972) with real data over a span of 30
years. The comparison shows a reasonably good ﬁt despite the initial
modelling effort not aiming to be predictive but only precautionary.
In recent times, modelling the long-term development of soci-
eties, in particular the possibility of their collapse, has received
renewed attention. The paper that re-sparked interest in this topic
was by Brander and Taylor (1998). By appealing to neo-classical
utility maximisation arguments, along with a set of functional
forms widely used in ecology (e.g., logistic growth) Brander and
Taylor (1998) arrive at a set of predator-prey type equations used
to describe the evolution of the human population and renewable
resources on Easter Island. Following this work a stream of papers
appeared that adopted the methodology of Brander and Taylor
(1998), expanded on it or applied it to other cases. We can broadly
categorise these models as “economic type models”, meaning that
they represent people as utility maximising, rational agents.
There is a second class of models that aim to capture societal
development that we label “ecologically inspired models.” In this
case the choice of dynamical system is made heuristically to capture
the observed real-world dynamics of the society, while respecting
modelling principles of population biology (Turchin, 2003a), but
rationality of individuals is not enforced. An early model following
this approachwas developed by Anderies (1998) to capture the social
dynamics of the Tsembaga of New Guinea. The wider diversity of
assumptions that underlie the ecological style of modelling means
that the endeavour tends to lack the conceptual unity of economic
models. The theoretical appeal of the more uniﬁed economic frame-
work is understandable, with modelling efforts that were initially
ecological in style (Anderies, 1998; Janssen et al., 2003), soon joining
the economic camp (Anderies, 2000; Janssen and Scheffer, 2004).
Nevertheless, the reliability of the rationality hypothesis has been
questioned many times (Nell and Errouaki, 2013), including by
Janssen and Scheffer (2004).
The underlying difference between the two modelling schools is
in the theoretical framework from which they start the modelling
process. The economic type models use a narrower set of assump-
tions, typically including utility maximisation as a driver of human
behaviour along with a decision on the global institutional policy.
The ecologically ﬂavoured models are less restrictive in their theo-
retical underpinnings, more attentive to characteristic features of the
society and try to account for emergent social phenomena that can
contrast with or even contradict economic rationality, e.g. sunk-cost
effects (Janssen et al., 2003) or war rituals (Anderies, 1998).
We proceed to give a short overview of the different strands of
literature that deal with societal modelling, starting with the eco-
nomic type models. Dalton and Coats (2000) extend the model of
Brander and Taylor (1998) for Easter Island to account for possi-
ble institutional reforms and how these could effect feast-famine
cycles. Reuveny and Decker (2000) investigate other possible solu-
tions to the “Malthusian Trap” for Easter Island in the form of
technological progress and population management. Pezzey and
Anderies (2003), along with considerations of institutional adapta-
tion, also add a resource subsistence requirement to preferences.
Dalton et al. (2005) analyse Easter Island by taking into account the
possibility of economic growth. Good and Reuveny (2006) look at
limits to resource management institutions and conclude that even
if the people of Easter Island had a complete assignment of property
rights, implemented optimal resource management with an inﬁnite
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horizon, or had a social planner to perform such a task, a boom-
bust cycle would still occur. D’Alessandro (2007) investigates what
happens when two different renewable resources are present which
cannot recover once below a critical threshold. A comprehensive sur-
vey of these types of models is to be found in Nagase and Uehara
(2011) and Reuveny (2012).
We now turn to the ecological strand of models which have
arguably received less attention. Anderies (1998) modelled the
social structure of the Tsembaga, which employ a simple swidden
(slash-and-burn) agricultural system that also features domesticated
animals, predominantly pigs which are part of is a periodic war
ritual called the Kaiko. Other research attempts to quantify con-
ceptual theories of societal dynamics, such as the work of Turchin
(2003b) who, among several ideas, also develops models reﬂecting
Ibn Klaldun’s theory of collective solidarity (“asabiya”). Janssen et al.
(2003) introduce amodel that aims to illustratewhat are called sunk-
cost effects, which refer to people taking into consideration prior
investments when deciding what course of action to take. A group
“may not suggest abandoning an earlier course of action because this
might break the existing unanimity” (Janssen et al., 2003, p. 722).
Turchin (2009) takes into account the demographic-structural theory
proposed by Goldstone (1991) in developing a model that repro-
duces the dynastic cycles seen in many societies. Motesharrei et al.
(2014) propose the Human and Nature Dynamics (HANDY) model
for societal dynamics that attempts to capture the relation of eco-
nomic inequality to collapse. The model suggests inequality can be a
signiﬁcant factor leading to collapse.
Regarding Easter Island, Erickson and Gowdy (2000) point out
discrepancies between Brander and Taylor (1998) and the archae-
ological record for Easter Island reconstructed by Bahn and Flenley
(1992) and propose the addition of a capital stock to account for con-
tinued population growth despite resources being depleted. While
a more abrupt collapse is observed than compared to Brander and
Taylor (1998), the overall trajectories for the population and
resources levels do not match the quoted historical record. Basener
and Ross (2004) build a two-dimensional model that aims to repro-
duce a discrete set of data points of the population levels, particularly
around the population peak. While the model achieves the desired
ﬁt, the results show a near instantaneous collapse of the population
after 1700 which is unrealistic. Bologna and Flores (2008) develop
a very similar model to Basener and Ross (2004) but with a Lotka-
Volterra term for resource extraction. While no instant collapse
occurs, the results of Bologna and Flores (2008) show a much earlier
peak in the population compared to data Flenley and Bahn (2003),
similar to Brander and Taylor (1998).
Basener et al. (2008) extend the model from Basener and Ross
(2004) to account for rat infestation on Easter Island, while Brandt
and Merico (2015) also consider rat infestation along with an
epidemic component. With the higher dimensional model, Brandt
and Merico (2015) investigate multiple scenarios regarding the col-
lapse that reﬂect different theories regarding it. Plausible results are
obtained under each scenario and none can be ruled out, which is not
a surprising fact given the large number of parameters of the model
and their uncertainty. We aim for a simpler treatment and propose
a three dimensional model, that uses a similar parametrisation to
Brander and Taylor (1998), provides analytic insights and has results
thatmatch verywell with the time series by Flenley and Bahn (2003).
The examples in the above categories develop dynamical sys-
tems that describe a single, isolated society. Follow-up studies by
Quirin et al. (1977) and Mesarovic and Pestel (1974) extended the
model in LTG by disaggregating the world into two and ten regions,
respectively. The ﬁner resolution allows for an analysis of societal
development that moves past the homogeneity assumption that
went into building the model behind LTG. For example, both Quirin
et al. (1977) and Mesarovic and Pestel (1974) take into consideration
the differences in internal development between the various regions,
the imports and exports among them and variation in industrial
activity.
While the work of Mesarovic and Pestel (1974) increased spatial
resolution, it decreased the temporal horizon to 50 years and shows
increasing trends in population and resource usage and no global
collapse, much like the results of Meadows et al. (1972) up to the
middle of the 21st century. Quirin et al.’s (1977) standard run also
shows steadily increasing production of services, industrial output
and population but for the next 300 years, completely disagree-
ing with Meadows et al. (1972). A signiﬁcant role in this outcome
is likely played by the annual rate of technological growth, which
Quirin et al. (1977) assumed to be at least 5% and has a beneﬁcial
effect on all aspects of the model.
Instead of using a model of high complexity such as the one in
LTG, here we opt for lower dimensional models and focus on sys-
tematically understanding their dynamics. Research on (relatively)
simple models of coupled dynamical oscillators has a rich history
in theoretical ecology, the closest related literature to our purposes
being the Lotka-Volterra (LV) predator-prey models that explore dif-
fusion between two patches. Early research on the topic was pursued
by Levin (1974), who ﬁnds predator and prey can co-exist provided
the migration rate is suﬃciently low, while higher rates make the
system act like a single patch and co-existence is no longer possible.
Nisbet et al. (1992) and Jansen (1995) ﬁnd that, for identical patches
linked together by dispersal at a constant rate, the only possible equi-
librium is symmetric with equal densities on each patch, which is a
general result highlighted in a review by Briggs and Hoopes (2004).
On two heterogeneous patches with LV predation, Murdoch et al.
(1992) ﬁnd that different prey birth rates have a stabilising effect,
while Jansen (1995) concludes that temporal variability in predator
death rates decreases the amplitude of ﬂuctuations in the system
when it is perturbed by noise.
While the ecological literature provides uswith usefulmathemat-
ical tools, there are nevertheless speciﬁc features that predator-prey
models do not capture when applied to societal dynamics. Exam-
ples of this include the building and use of products derived from
natural resources (such as tools, food reserves and infrastructure)
or speciﬁc incentives regarding migration, like economic prosper-
ity, both of which are key aspects that we are modelling. However,
methods from population biology modelling have been used to
asses the impact of human population growth and migration on the
carrying capacity of the environment, and to understand the feed-
backs associated with these processes. In particular, the Prehistoric
U.S. Southwest has been researched from this perspective, with early
work on the problem by Zubrow (1971), and a more recent study by
Anderies and Hegmon (2011) who propose a heterogenous, three-
patch model that captures population and resource dynamics, with
net migration occurring towards a region if its resource stock is
suﬃciently large compared to neighbouring patches. Anderies and
Hegmon (2011) ﬁnd that the equilibrium states of regions with and
without migration are very similar.
In the present work we present a thought experiment where-
in two regions similar to Easter Island interact through diffusion or
through targeted migration due to differences in wealth per capita.
The regions not only exchange people, but also resources and man-
ufactured goods can interchange between patches. The coupling of
the patches signiﬁcantly changes the equilibrium states obtained in
the regions, a result which is in opposition to the ﬁndings of Anderies
and Hegmon (2011).
Societal dynamics has also been explored with agent based mod-
els. Representative examples for the work done in this area are Axtell
et al. (2002), who develop a model of the Anasazi in north-eastern
Arizona (U.S.), Heckbert (2013), who focuses on the Maya civilisation
and Turchin et al. (2013), who aim to understand how intense
competition, in particular warfare, contributed to the emergence of
large-scale complex societies. Agent basedmodels, like the examples
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mentioned, incorporate detailed features such as spatially extended
terrain and multiple forms of social interaction, and account for het-
erogeneity in agent behaviour and in the environment. The focus of
this paper is, instead, to obtain a description of the time evolution of
aggregate measures of societal macro-features, such as the popula-
tion and resource consumption. Following previous research in the
area (Basener and Ross, 2004; Bologna and Flores, 2008; Brander and
Taylor, 1998; Brandt and Merico, 2015; Erickson and Gowdy, 2000),
dynamical systems are an adequate tool for our purposes, which we
use to formulate and specify our model.
3. Easter Island Model
3.1. Model Speciﬁcation
Here, we opt for an ecological type of model for the dynamics of
a single society that we apply to Easter Island. Using, where possi-
ble, the same parameter choices as Brander and Taylor (1998), we
compare the solution of the model to the historical data provided
by Flenley and Bahn (2003), who present an exhaustive review of
the archaeological research of Easter Island. For comparison with an
economic approach, we also show the model of Brander and Taylor
(1998) and its solution. Subsequent papers, that extended the treat-
ment of Brander and Taylor (1998), did not attempt to match the
historical data, hence, our focus for comparison is on the original
model.
By matching model output to real data we, at least partially,
validate the proposed model. This means that by reproducing the
observed historical trends, we can consider the relationships that the
model describes to be plausiblemechanisms at playwithin the socio-
environmental system. Hence, the model moves beyond a thought
experiment, and makes a better connection to reality which lends
validity to later extensions of the model for coupled societies. How-
ever, it is beyond the scope of this paper to explain the collapse of
Easter Island or quantify all relevant factors that led to it, such as rats
(Hunt, 2007) or European contact (Stevenson et al., 2015).
We propose the following model for the dynamics of a society:
x˙ =
(
b − de−z/(qx)
)
x
y˙ = ry(1 − y/K) − axy (1)
z˙ = axy − sx
(
1 − e−z/(qx)
)
− cz
We regard the x variable as a stock of population, y as a stock
of renewable natural resources and z as the cumulated goods pro-
duced from extracting natural resources, which we also refer to as
wealth. In more concrete terms we could think of y as crops, wood,
animal stock, etc., and z as products derived from these, like food
stocks, shelter, tools, etc.; these are characteristic elements of past
agricultural societies.
The dynamics governing the population change is consistent with
the early phases described by demographic transition theory: in a
developing society (which has relatively low, but growing levels of
wealth per capita) the death rates drop quickly due to improvements
in food supply and material conditions (Kirk, 1996; Landry, 1934).
Data formodern societies indicates that infant death rates have fallen
signiﬁcantly over time (Chesnais, 2001), sometimes exponentially.
We do not include a mechanism for the reduction of birth rates
because the maximum net birth rate in the model is 0.2% per year,
comparable to net growth rates in the High Middle Ages in Europe
(Russell, 1972), which we judge to already be quite low.
The demographic mechanism is implemented as follows: if the
wealth per capita z/x is high compared to a threshold q then the
population grows exponentially at the (maximum) rate b, while if
Table 1
Parameters for model (1) and themodel of Brander and Taylor (1998) for Easter Island.
The time unit is taken to be one year.
Symbol Meaning Typical values
b Maximum birth rate 0.002
d Maximum death rate 0.012
r Resource regeneration rate 0.004
K Maximum stock of resources 12,000
s Subsistence requirement 0.004
q Wealth per capita threshold 0.1
a Resource extraction rate 10−6
c Decay rate of goods 0
b Fraction of population harvesting 0.4 or 1.
0 Effect of consumption on fertility 4 or None
z/x is close to 0 then the population decreases exponentially at the
(minimum) rate b − d, where d is the maximum raw death rate. The
presence of material wealth lowers the death rate, hence it has a
positive impact on net growth rates, consistent with the ﬁrst stages
hypothesised by demographic transition theory.
As has been common in many models of societal dynamics, we
consider natural resources to recover logistically at a rate r, with a
maximum capacity of K. Another classical feature is that the resource
extraction is governed by a predator-prey term axy, with people act-
ing as predators and resources as prey. The extraction rate a is the
fraction of the resource base that can be extracted by one person
over a year. Thus, the equation for the rate of change of resources is
analogous to that used by Brander and Taylor (1998).
Material goods, i.e. the wealth z, are produced at the same rate
as the resources are extracted, which reﬂects conservation of mat-
ter. The consumption of goods is proportional to the population
and the rate of consumption per capita is equal to the subsistence
requirement s when wealth per capita is high. We expect that, if
the average wealth per capita decreases, then the average consump-
tion per capita also decreases. Hence, the consumption per capita
tends to zero when z/x is low, which is similar to the dynamics pro-
posed by Motesharrei et al. (2014). To account for wear-and-tear,
manufactured products decay exponentially at a rate c, a feature pre-
viously considered by Erickson and Gowdy (2000). A summary of the
parameters and their values is found in Table 1.
We show that by solving the equations of model (1) it is possible
to reproduce to high accuracy the archaeological record for Easter
Island as presented in Flenley and Bahn (2003). To achieve this, the
choice of parameters in Eq. (1) is made to coincide with the values
(and notation) used in model (2) proposed by Brander and Taylor
(1998):
L˙ = (b − d+ 0abS)L (2)
S˙ = rS(1 − S/K) − abSL
where L is the population and S is the renewable resource stock.
We set most of the parameters in Eq. (1) to have the same values
as the choices Brander and Taylor (1998) made for model (2). The
maximum birth rate is b = 0.002, while the maximum death rate
is d = 0.012, so that b − d = −0.01 as in (Brander and Taylor,
1998). The regeneration rate (per year) of resources is r = 0.004, the
maximum resource level is K = 12, 000 and the extraction rate is
a = 10−6 (per person, per year).
Some parameter choices for model (1) differ from model (2) of
Brander and Taylor (1998). We choose the subsistence requirement
per person per year to be s = 0.004. Despite being mentioned, no
explicit value is quoted by Brander and Taylor (1998) for the subsis-
tence requirement. The largest difference between Eqs. (1) and (2) is
how the resource extraction is modelled and how this impacts birth
rates.
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For Brander and Taylor (1998), the parameter b is the fraction
the population involved in resource extraction, so ab is the effective
extraction rate per capita inmodel (2). The parameter awas assigned
the value 10−6 so that at maximum resource levels a “household
could provide its subsistence requirements in about 20 percent of
available labour time . . . A value of 0.4 for b is probably in the
reasonable range” (Brander and Taylor, 1998, p. 128). In model (1)
we eliminate the redundancy of the extra b parameter and take the
effective extraction rate per capita to be a = 10−6, such that at max-
imum resource levels a person canmeet his subsistence requirement
in 33% of available time. While debatable, this value for the extrac-
tion rate allows the solution of Eq. (1) to match the archaeological
record, see Fig. 1.
The parameter 0 = 4 scales the effect of resource consumption
on birth rates in model (2). Resources do not directly impact birth
rates in model (1) so, there is no 0 parameter in our case. We made
the assumption in Eq. (1) that wealth per capita affects demographic
rates and the parameter q = 0.1 sets the scale at which the impact
of wealth cumulation on population growth is signiﬁcant, corre-
sponding to q/s = 25 years of material requirements (food reserves,
tools etc.). There is no equivalent parameter for the decay rate c in
model (2) so, we take c = 0 in model (1) if we are considering Easter
Island. By choosing c = 0, we are assuming that wealth decreases
mainly through human consumption.
Fig. 1 (a) shows the historical evolution of population and
resource levels on Easter Island according to Flenley and Bahn (2003).
For initial conditions of 1100 people, 12,000 units of natural stocks
and no wealth, the output of model (1) is shown in Fig. 1 (b). The ini-
tial conditions for model (2) are set to 40 people, while resources are
at 12,000 units, with trajectories in Fig. 1 (c).
The population peak in Fig. 1 (c) occurs several centuries earlier
than in the data of Fig. 1 (a), as noted by Erickson and Gowdy (2000).
Also, the decline in population and resource levels in Fig. 1 (c) is
much less abrupt than Flenley and Bahn (2003) show in Fig. 1 (a).
Furthermore, the initial population value of 40 is much lower than
estimates of the minimum viable population sizes, which are placed
between 100s and 10,000s for humans (Smith, 2001). A higher initial
population leads to an even earlier population peak in model (2).
Model (1) does not suffer from these shortcomings and its out-
put in Fig. 1 (b) ﬁts Fig. 1 (a) visibly better, both in population
and aggregate resource trajectories, while using almost identical
parameter estimates to Brander and Taylor (1998). The population
peak, its timing, the collapse proﬁle and the signiﬁcant decline in
resources, as indicated in Fig. 1 (a) are accurately reproduced in
Fig. 1 (b). Thus, the results in Fig. 1 partially validate model (1). The
resource level in Fig. 1 (b) should be seen as an aggregated mean of
renewable stocks (trees, livestock etc.) which are not all included in
Fig. 1 (a). This explains why the minimum resource level in Fig. 1 (b),
which occurs close to the time when the population reaches its
maximum level, does not precisely match the resource minima in
Fig. 1 (a).
Why do we obtain a better ﬁt using model (1)? Part of the rea-
son lies in the delay induced by the additional equation describing
the accumulated amount of manufactured products (wealth), which
leads to a longer feedback loop within system (1) compared to other
models.
The ﬁt between the output of model (1) and the historical
record shows us that the structure of the model and the feedbacks
captured by it are viable choices to describe the dynamics of a simple
agricultural society. Moreover, by ﬁtting the model to a real world-
case, we obtain reasonable parameter estimates, which can inform
further modelling efforts and make them more realistic. Given this,
the model can serve as a starting point to explore new dynamics,
like that of multiple interacting societies. Nevertheless, it is worth
pointing out that the results do not fully explain or quantify the scope
of the collapse of Easter Island, as many more factors were at play in
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Fig. 1. (a) Figure showing the archaeological record of Easter Island from collected
data and estimates (Flenley and Bahn, 2003, p. 201). We see the population reaches
a peak of approximately 10,000 people around the year 1600 CE. The resources
were continually declining as the population was increasing. (b) The population and
resource levels for Easter Island as determined by model (1) from the year 400 CE to
2000 CE assuming no outside inﬂuence. The predictions are valid up to the late 19th
century when signiﬁcant interaction between Easter Island and the outside world
started taking place. We see a good ﬁt between the output of Eq. (1) and the real data.
(c) The solution of the model by Brander and Taylor (1998) shown for comparison.
The timing of the population peak as well as the overall shape of the model output is
inconsistent with the data in Fig. 1 (a). The initial population value is below the lower
bound for the minimum viable population size for humans.
the collapse and model (1) does not incorporate all the complexities
of reality.
3.2. Critical Transitions
In this section we focus on the critical transitions that model (1)
exhibits. Fig. 2 shows the bifurcation diagram for system (1) when
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Fig. 2. Bifurcation diagram for (a) population level, and (b) resource level. The vertical solid lines show the bifurcation points. The curved solid line indicates the analytically
computed stable inner ﬁxed point E, while the dashed line shows when E becomes unstable. The dotted lines highlight the maximum andminimum population on the numerically
determined stable attractors. For a < ac = 2.8a the inner ﬁxed point E is attracting while for a > ac a stable limit cycle emerges. When a  10a the system equilibrates to
the saddle point Nwith no population and maximum resources.
varying the extraction rate a. The critical transition points are high-
lighted through vertical lines that separate the different regimes. The
different regimes correspond to different long-term outcomes for our
model society.
The mathematical analysis of the equilibrium points and transi-
tions undergone by the system (1) is provided in Appendix A. The
model has a single interior equilibrium point that we denote by
E = (xe, ye, ze) where:
xe =
r
a
(
1 − ye
K
)
ye =
1
a
(
s
(
1 − b
d
)
+ qc log
d
b
)
ze = qxe log
d
b
(3)
The ﬁrst transition occurs at a = (s(1 − b/d) + qclogd/b)/K,
which we take as a reference value for the other transitions. When
the extraction rate a is varied beyond a it leads to a stable steady
state (at the point E) or to oscillations, see Fig. 2. This indicates the
presence of a critical transition (a Hopf bifurcation) in the system
at a certain threshold value of the extraction rate, which we denote
as ac. That value separates regimes with long-term stable outcomes
from boom-bust cycles. The precise determination of the transition
point is of interest, as it dictates the eventual state of the system. The
structure of system (1) allows for the exact analytic determination of
the critical value ac at which the Hopf bifurcation occurs:
ac =
B+
√
B2 + 4AC
2A
a (4)
where
A = bdrq
(
ds − bs+ cdq log d
b
)
B = bdrsq(2c+ d) + c2d2rq2 + b2rs(s − dq) (5)
+ bdrq(2bs+3cdq) log
d
b
+ b2d2rq2log2
d
b
C = dr2q
(
bs+ cdq+ bdq log
d
b
)
.
In case of a < a the equilibrium population is zero, which
means that the extraction rate is too low for any human popula-
tion to meet their subsistence requirements. For a < a < ac
there exists an attractive ﬁxed point E, as the single branch of the
bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2 indicates. This regime corresponds to
a sustainable society in the sense that it equilibrates to a long term
steady state. For a > ac the system oscillates and we can interpret
this as a sequence of boom-bust cycles the society goes through.
For very large extraction rates, exceeding a threshold we call
ah, the natural resources are depleted quickly and they reach low
enough levels for long enough that the population dies off and all
wealth disappears. Without population pressure, natural resources
recover and the system stabilises at a ﬁxed pointwith no human pop-
ulation or wealth, but with maximum amount of natural resources.
In practice, if a > ac, the larger amplitude cycles would likely man-
ifest as a collapse due to the low population values that are reached
at the lower bound of the periodic orbit.
Relation (4) allows us to determine the behaviour of the critical
threshold ac when varying other parameters. In particular, we notice
that the relative extraction rate ac/a, at which the transition to
the boom-bust regime occurs, has no dependence on the maximum
resource level K. The dependence of ac/a on the value of r, the
regeneration rate of natural resources, is shown in Fig. 3 (a), while
the dependence on s, the subsistence requirement, is presented in
Fig. 3 (b). As we see, the higher the regeneration rate r the higher
the critical ratio ac/a at which the transition to the unsustainable
regime takes place. A similar trend is seen for the subsistence rate s.
Also, with increasing values of the regeneration rate r, the thresh-
old ah/a is shifted upwards, whereas for the case of subsistence
requirement s it is roughly constant.
With an increasing regeneration rate r we would expect an
upward shift in the points of critical transition as the natural
resources replenish faster. An increase in the subsistence require-
ment means goods are consumed at a higher rate which tends to
lower the cumulated wealth, and hence the wealth per capita which
leads to lower birth rates. We would thus expect the system to reach
a steady state over a wider range of extraction rates, which is what
Fig. 3 (b) conﬁrms.
In the case of Easter Island we have that a0/a = 3.6 which is
larger than the critical ratioac/a = 2.8 so, the system is in a boom-
bust regime that in real terms translates into a collapse. Thus, the
critical value ac of the extraction rate serves to separate the sustain-
able regime (that leads to a steady state) from unsustainable regimes
(where collapse can occur).
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Fig. 3. Plots depicting how regime boundaries vary with (a) resource regeneration rate, r, and (b) subsistence rate, s. Solid lines indicate the analytically computed value of the
critical extraction rate ac using Eq. (1). Above this critical rate the system exhibits oscillation, while below it the system equilibrates to a steady state with positive population.
Dots indicate numerically determined values of ac . Squares indicate numerically determined values of a above which the system equilibrates to the maximum resource state, N.
The reference values r0 and s0 are equal to the corresponding values in Table 1.
We can give model (1) and its behaviour a more concrete inter-
pretation by identifying the feedbacks at play. If the extraction rate
is above the critical value than the feedback loop dominance in
the model changes between two competing mechanisms: resource
extraction and wealth consumption. Initially, the resource extrac-
tion is the dominant feedback (an increasing population leads to a
decrease in resources and an increase in wealth, which implies an
increase in wealth per capita and, thus, a further increase in the
population). Once the resources are depleted, the cumulated wealth
reserves are no longer produced but only consumed, which leads
to a decrease in wealth per capita, which implies a decrease in the
population. A smaller population means a slower rate of wealth con-
sumption. As can be seen, resource extraction is part of reinforcing
feedback loop, while wealth consumption is in a negative feedback
loop. The feedback loops balance out when a < ac, while if a > ac
the feedbacks alternate in strength.
4. Coupled Societies
4.1. Diffusive Coupling
Having established and understood a model that reproduces the
historical development of Easter Island, we now proceed with an
analysis of two coupled socio-environmental systems. This is a ﬁrst
step at trying to quantify and understand the dynamics of networks
of multiple, interacting societies, which is a situation that charac-
terises the modern, industrial world but was also typical of many
ancient societies. We aim at obtaining general insights on what new
features the coupling of two socio-environmental systems gives rise
to.
Human settlements and their surrounding environment, e.g.
islands, form a natural partition of the overall socio-environmental
landscape. Flows between different regions, such as migration or
trade, provide additional sources (or sinks) for the respective stocks
within regions. Accounting for these ﬂows adds an important
degree of realism to any model that tries to quantify inter-societal
interactions.
There aremany different types of possible interactions, and hence
ﬂows, that can occur between two systems. We start by consid-
ering possibly the simplest of such interactions, namely we model
ﬂows between systems through the mechanism of diffusion. If we
assume people, resources and goods move or are moved randomly
and unguided between different regions then a coarse description of
such ﬂows is given by a diffusion term in the equations. A further
motivation for our choice is that diffusion is one of themost common
types of coupling employed in the study of coupled dynamical sys-
tems (Pikovsky et al., 2001). Also, diffusion terms are widely used in
spatial ecology to represent population dispersal from one region to
another (Briggs and Hoopes, 2004). We do not model the geograph-
ical structure behind the ﬂow of people, resource or goods. Here we
are only considering how the average ﬂows between two regions
(or landmasses, islands) impact the stocks levels within the different
systems.
More speciﬁcally, we consider two instances of the system (1)
which we couple by adding diffusion terms to all variables. The
equations for the ﬁrst socio-environmental system (referred to as S1)
are given by:
x˙1 =
(
b − de−z1/(qx1)
)
x1 + sx(x2 − x1)
y˙1 = ry(1 − y1/K) − a1x1y1 + sy(y2 − y1) (6)
z˙1 = a1xy − sx1
(
1 − e−z1/(qx1)
)
− cz1 + sz(z2 − z1)
where the ﬁrst terms are from model (1) and the additional terms
represent the diffusive coupling, with sx,sy,sz acting as coupling
constants. The equations for x2, y2, z2 of the second system (called S2)
are analogous to Eq. (6). For concreteness and mathematical conve-
nience, the two societies share all the same parameter values except
for the extraction rate and initial conditions. S1 has the same initial
conditions (x0, y0, z0) as Easter Island, while S2 has half those values,
namely (x0/2, y0/2, z0/2). Hence, we can think of the second society
as a sister island to Easter Island, which shares most of its features
but starts off with fewer people and resources.
The diffusion in the population x can be interpreted as migration.
If x1 > x2 there will be a net inﬂux of people from S1 into S2. A
similar mechanism holds for the other diffusion terms. The diffusion
of wealth z along with migration can be seen as people moving with
their share of goods. A value of 0.1 for a diffusive coupling constant is
quotedwith respect to one year, just like the rest of the parameters in
model (1). So, ifsx = 0.1 then 10% of population difference canmove
between the societies (or islands) in the span of one year, e.g., if one
island has 10,000 people and the other 5000, this means roughly 500
people moving per year between the two landmasses. We consider
natural resources to be less mobile and when they do diffuse, only 1%
of their difference is allowed to move between the regions in a year.
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Fig. 4. Graphs for two societies coupled via simple diffusion. Horizontal and vertical (white) lines at the critical ratios divide panels into quadrants, labelled from I to IV. Top: The
relative population change in population for system 1 (S1) when: (a) uncoupled from system 2 (S2), with (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0, 0, 0), or coupled via: (b) migration, with (sx ,sy ,sz) =
(0.1, 0, 0), (c) migration and resource diffusion, with (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0.1, 0.01, 0) and (d) migration with wealth and resource diffusion, with (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0.1, 0.01, 0.1). The gray
dotted curves indicate the bifurcation boundary determined using the ﬁrst-order approximation of the interior equilibrium point for the coupled system, see Appendix B. Middle
(e)–(h): The average population for S1 in the same regimes as above. Bottom (i)–(l): The ratio between the average population in S1, S2 and overall system in the coupled and
uncoupled regimes along the black dotted line where a2/a = 1.8. The mesh size in the numerical simulations is Da/a = 0.1.
As we saw in the case of one society, the factor determining the
long-term behaviour (steady state or collapse) is the critical value of
the extraction rate ac. We are interested in investigating if coupling
societies can expand the volume of the parameter space that leads to
sustainable outcomes. Hence, we will focus on the equilibrium states
of the system rather than the transient dynamics.
To help us identify the bifurcation boundary we ﬁrst quantify
the decline in the population by looking at the relative change in the
population over the long term, i.e., the relative distance between the
maximum and the minimum of the oscillations with the amplitude
measured in the population variable.
Thus, we deﬁne:
d = 1 − lim inft→∞x(t)
lim supt→∞x(t)
(7)
where lim inft→∞x(t) is the smallest value the population reaches in
the long term and lim supt→∞x(t) is the largest. If a system reaches
a steady state (sustainable outcome) then the relative change is 0%,
with no decline in the population. On the other hand, if there are
large amplitude oscillations (collapse) the relative change in the pop-
ulation is close to 100%. The use of the measure (7) allows us to
represent the 3-dimensional bifurcation diagram for the population
of S1 on a 2-dimensional diagram, see Fig. 4.
Other relevant measures are the long-term average population l
of a system:
l = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
x(t)dt, (8)
and the average population relative to the uncoupled regime, which
we write as g:
g =
l coupled
luncoupled
. (9)
An index indicates what society we are referring to, e.g. d1 for S1,
while no index refers to both societies.
We are interested in the long-term behaviour of the system for
relative extraction rates above and below the critical ratio ac/a =
2.8 for a single society. To explore the parameter space we take the
relative extraction rates of the two societies a1/a and a2/a, and
vary them in the range 1 to 5. No population exists for an isolated
society if a/a < 1, which sets a natural lower bound for the inter-
val of exploration. The choice of the upper bound forms an almost
symmetrical interval around the critical ratio.
Fig. 4 (a)–(d) shows the relative change in the population of S1
when diffusion occurs in progressively more dimensions of the sys-
tem. Similarly, Fig. 4 (e)–(h) shows the long-term average population
of S1. The corresponding ﬁgures for S2 are given by reﬂecting the
graphs in the two top rows of Fig. 4 with respect to the second
diagonal.
Horizontal and vertical (white) lines divide the panels into 4
quadrants, such that both relative extraction rates are above the crit-
ical ratio in quadrant II and below it in quadrant III. Only one of the
extraction rates is above the critical ratio in quadrants I (S2) and IV
(S1).
Fig. 4 (i)–(l) indicates the ratio between the average population
size of S1, S2 and the overall system to its value in the uncoupled
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Fig. 5. Graphs for two societies coupled via simple diffusion. Trajectories for system 1 (left) with a1/a = 3.6 and system 2 (right) with a2/a = 1.8 in the regimes: uncoupled
(a) and (b), only migration (c) and (d), migration and diffusion of resources (e) and (f), and coupling in all variables (g) and (h).
regime along the dotted black line, where a2/a = 1.8. Fig. 4 (a),
(e) and (i) shows the relative population change, the average pop-
ulation and the relative population (along the black dotted line) in
the uncoupled case and can be taken as a reference to compare the
results in the coupled regime. We can see that Fig. 4 (a) reﬂects the
critical transition seen in Fig. 2 (a) that separates the steady state and
oscillatory regimes.
The gray dotted line in Fig. 4 (a)–(d) represents the bifurca-
tion boundary computed using an approximation of the stable
equilibrium point of the system, see Appendix B. The determination
of the boundary becomes more accurate due to better mixing of the
system when more couplings are present, as can be seen in Fig. 4 (d)
that includes diffusion in all the variables.
A steady state is a sustainable outcome, hence we refer to the
region of parameter space where the relative population change is
0% as the sustainability region. By contrast, the region with a 100%
change in the population is the collapse region. In all cases of Fig. 4
(a)–(d) quadrant III lies in the sustainability region and quadrant II
in the collapse region. So, when both societies have a low extraction
rate the overall system reaches a steady state, whereas if both soci-
eties intensively extract resources we have a case of mutual collapse.
Fig. 4 (b)–(d) is symmetric along the second diagonal, so we only
need to discuss quadrant IV. In contrast to Fig. 4 (a) all coupled
regimes show the sustainability region extending to quadrant IV,
where a1/a is above the critical threshold. In Fig. 4 (b) and (d) the
sustainability area is similar, occurring below the main diagonal but
in Fig. 4 (c) it extends to most of quadrant IV.
When a1 = a2, which occurs along the second diagonal in
Fig. 4 (b)–(d), the societies share the exact same parameters and
they follow identical trajectories in the long run. Thus, they synchro-
nise completely. The populations of the two societies continue to
synchronise throughout most of the parameter space that we con-
sider, which is consistent with the symmetrical stable equilibria seen
in predator-prey patch models with diffusion (Briggs and Hoopes,
2004). For the sustainability region, synchronisation is illustrated by
the population levels in Fig. 5 (c) and (d), (e) and (f), (g) and (h) that
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match closely. For the collapse region, synchronisation implies that
the collapse occurs in both societies simultaneously.
The region with the highest average population in Fig. 4 (e)–(h)
is shown in white and, in all cases, it occurs within the sustainability
region. The average population then gradually decreases in the direc-
tion of the collapse region. In case of migration in Fig. 4 (f), the region
with the highest average population does not change signiﬁcantly
from the uncoupled case of Fig. 4 (e). By adding couplings in more
dimensions the area increases noticeably, as seen in Fig. 4 (g), (h).
Fig. 4 (j)–(l) shows that, on the black dotted line where a2/a =
1.8, the long-term average population of each society in the coupled
regime is equal to its population in the uncoupled regime, provided
a1/a is smaller than the critical ratio ac/a = 2.8. For values
above the critical ratio, the average population of S1 is higher in the
coupled regime than when isolated, while for S2 it is lower. Along
the black dotted line, the population of the overall system of coupled
societies is greater or equal to the sum of the populations of the iso-
lated societies, with the only exception occurring in Fig. 4 (j) when
a1/a  5 and diffusion takes places only in the population variable.
Repeated numerical simulations show that the results in Fig. 4
(a)–(k) are robust over changes in initial values and coupling con-
stants. If the coupling constant for product diffusion is greater than
that for population diffusion, namely sz > sx, the results are similar
to those in Fig. 4 (d), (h).
We next look at a speciﬁc scenario: we take a1/a = 3.6 which
corresponds to the case of Easter Island and a2/a = 1.8. The
results are shown in Fig. 5 (a)–(h) for the different couplings. We see
that in the uncoupled case in Fig. 5 (a), (b) S1 collapses and S2 reaches
a steady state.
In the coupled regimes both systems stabilise so, Easter Island
could potentially have been saved provided an almost identical sister
island was present where the population extracted resources at
a smaller rate. The most rapid approach to equilibrium occurs in
Fig. 5 (e), (f) wheremigration and resource diffusion take place but no
wealth is transported between the two societies. In the case of popu-
lation diffusion in Fig. 5 (c), (d) and full diffusion in Fig. 5 (g), (h) there
is a long-term, oscillatory transient until equilibrium is reached.
The increased sustainability regions and the new areas of higher
population that occur in the coupled regime compared to the uncou-
pled one, allows us to conclude that diffusive coupling makes soci-
eties more robust against collapse. By this we mean a larger area of
the parameter space can be explored without the risk of collapse or
signiﬁcant loss of population. We can broadly interpret these results
as follows: the diffusion of people alleviates the demographic pres-
sure from the more populous society, while the diffusion of goods
lowers the wealth per capita and hence the birth rate in the soci-
ety with higher overall wealth. This allows both societies to reach
a steady state as long as one of the societies has a low enough
extraction rate of natural resources.
4.2. Wealth-Driven Coupling
In the previous section we explored what happens when two
societies are coupled in a simple, diffusive manner. We can explore
alternative ways to couple societies and this is the goal here. What if
people decided to move from poor to rich societies, i.e., from low to
high wealth per capita?
We can write a dynamical system that captures this possibility as
follows:
x˙1 = · · · + sx
(
h
(
z1
qx1
− z2
qx2
)
x2 − h
(
z2
qx2
− z1
qx1
)
x1
)
y˙1 = · · · + sy(y2 − y1) (10)
z˙1 = · · · + sz
(
h
(
z1
qx1
− z2
qx2
)
z2 − h
(
z2
qx2
− z1
qx1
)
z1
)
Fig. 6. The graph of the step function h in terms of the difference in wealth per capita.
As a reference, we indicate the zero point with a vertical line.
where . . . represents the source terms from system (1) for S1 and
h(x) = 1/(1 + e−2n(x−h)) is a smooth step function, with n = 2 and
h = 1. Analogous equations hold for S2.
The function h is a smoothed out step function shifted to the right
by one unit, as seen in Fig. 6. If z1/x1 ≤ z2/x2 then there will be
no movement of people from S2 to S1. The greater z1/x1 is relative
to z2/x2 the greater the inﬂux to S1, which is shown in the mono-
tone increase of the function h. So, if the wealth per capita in S1 is
greater than in S2, then there will be an inﬂux of people from S2 into
S1 which corresponds to the intuition that people will move to the
society with higher wealth per capita.
Fig. 7 shows the same analysis as performed previously in Fig. 4
but now for the case of system (10).
For convenience, Fig. 7 (a) and (e) again shows the relative pop-
ulation change and average population of S1 in uncoupled regime,
which is to be taken as a reference case. We see that in all cases of
Fig. 7 (b)–(d) quadrants I to III are predominantly in the sustainability
region, whereas quadrant II is mostly in the collapse region. Again,
if a1 = a2 the two societies synchronise completely but, in contrast
to the case of diffusive coupling, synchronisation no longer extends
beyond the second diagonal, as is shown by the asymmetry in the
average population levels in Fig. 7 (f)–(h).
The average long-term population of S1 is increased in the new
sustainability regions of the population diffusion case, as Fig. 7 (f)
shows. Compared to the other graphs, we notice some new features
present in Fig. 7 (g) and (h) regarding the long-term average pop-
ulation of S1. The novelty of these scenarios consists in the very
low (almost zero) population in S1 above the second diagonal, and
the clustering of almost the entire population of both societies into
S1 when 2 < a1/a < 3 and a2/a is close to 1. Both cases
Fig. 7 (g), (h) have in common the coupling of population and natural
resources. The diffusion of resources clearly plays a role in the emer-
gence of the new features as they are not present in the case of only
population diffusion. The equivalent diagrams for S2 are obtained by
reﬂecting the ﬁgures in the top two rows of Fig. 7 along the second
diagonal.
We can see that resource diffusion is important because in the
region of parameter space with the highest population of Fig. 7 (g),
(h) essentially most of the population moves into S1 and lowers the
level of natural sources. In S2 on the other hand, the population is
low while the resource level is high and this ensures a high inﬂux of
resources into S1, allowing it to maintain a higher population.
Fig. 7 (i)–(l) shows the ratio of the average population in S1, S2
and the overall system to its population in the uncoupled regime for
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Fig. 7. Graphs for two societies coupled via wealth-driven diffusion. Horizontal and vertical (white) lines at the critical ratios divide panels into quadrants, labelled from I to
IV. Top: The relative population change in population for system 1 (S1) when: (a) uncoupled from system 2 (S2), with (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0, 0, 0), or coupled via: (b) migration,
with (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0.1, 0, 0), (c) migration and resource diffusion, with (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0.1, 0.01, 0) and (d) migration with wealth and resource diffusion, with (sx ,sy ,sz) =
(0.1, 0.01, 0.1). Middle (e)–(h): The average population for S1 in the same regimes as above. Bottom (i)–(l): The ratio between the average population of S1, S2 and the overall
system in the coupled and uncoupled regimes along the black dotted line where a2/a = 1.8. The mesh size in the numerical simulations is Da/a = 0.1.
the subset of the parameter space that lies along the black dotted line
in Fig. 7 (e)–(h). For diffusion occurring only between populations,
the average population of S1 is equal to that of the uncoupled case
if its relative extraction rate is below the critical ratio ac/a = 2.8,
after which the population increases, as Fig. 7 (j) shows. For S2, the
population is fairly similar to the uncoupled regime.
In Fig. 7 (k), (l) at low extraction rates the population of S1 is 0,
but then steadily increases at higher extraction rates. In S2 the sit-
uation is reversed, with the population high at low extraction rates
(for S1) and then decreasing to 0 at higher rates. This contrast is
to be expected from the asymmetry in Fig. 7 (g), (h). The overall
average population of the system in the coupled regimes in Fig. 7
(j)–(l) matches the average population in the uncoupled case.
We again look at the speciﬁc scenario when S1 has the extraction
rate corresponding to Easter Island, namely a1/a = 3.6 and S2 has
half that value, a2/a = 1.8. The results are presented in Fig. 8 and
we see that the coupling again stabilises both systems. In the case of
migration in Fig. 8 (c), (d) both societies reach the same population
level in the steady state. In the other coupled regimes of Fig. 8 (e)–(h)
the population of S2 is 0, having moved completely into S1.
In all coupled cases we see an increased sustainability region
in Fig. 7, noticeably larger than the corresponding simple diffusion
cases of Fig. 4. Why is this the case? Whenever one of the soci-
eties has a higher wealth per capita than the other, people will
migrate to it. The inﬂux of people increases demographic pressure
in the richer society but lowers its wealth per capita. The lower
wealth per capita leads to a decreased population growth rate that
helps stabilise the system. This different operating principle makes
wealth-driven diffusionmore effective at generating sustainable out-
comes than simple diffusion, while maintaining similar overall levels
of the population. Similarly, we can conclude that the coupling via
wealth-driven diffusion makes the overall system of societies more
robust against collapse.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed and analysed a model to describe the
simultaneous dynamics of the population, resources and manufac-
tured goods of a society. We can match most of the parameters in
the model with a well-known model of Easter Island by Brander
and Taylor (1998) and by using similar values we obtain a faithful
reproduction of the archaeological record provided by Flenley and
Bahn (2003). The model captures crucial feedbacks present in most
ancient agrarian societies, making it more general than the case of
Easter Island.
We found the equilibrium points of the system along with the
critical transitions (bifurcations) it undergoes when the rate of
resource extraction is varied. At values below a particular extrac-
tion rate ac the system reaches a steady state (sustainable outcome),
whereas for value above it the system displays oscillatory behaviour
(unsustainable outcome). Large amplitude oscillations can be identi-
ﬁed with collapse, and this is the regime that Easter Island is found
to be in. It is important to mention that for ecological systems,
fold bifurcations provide a general mechanism by which ecosystem
transitions can be understood and modelled (Scheffer et al., 2001).
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Fig. 8. Graphs for two societies coupled via wealth-driven diffusion. Trajectories for system 1 (left) with a1/a = 3.6 and system 2 (right) with a2/a = 1.8 in the regimes:
uncoupled (a), (b), only migration (c), (d), migration and diffusion of resources (e), (f) and coupling in all variables (g), (h).
Given the prevalence of persistent oscillations in data and models
of societal dynamics (Anderies, 1998; Turchin, 2009; Turchin and
Nefedov, 2009), we can hypothesise that Hopf bifurcations, as the
one illustrated by the model we propose, could serve a similar role
when modelling critical transitions, such as collapse.
We then investigated the case of two societies coupled through
simple diffusion or wealth-driven diffusion. We set up experiments
with two societies parametrised to match Easter Island, except for
the extraction rates which we systematically varied. In contrast to
the results of Anderies and Hegmon (2011), we generally found
that population migration, along with resource and wealth diffusion,
makes a signiﬁcant change to the equilibrium states the subsystems
reach compared to uncoupled, non-interacting societies.
In particular, coupling leads to new or extended regions of param-
eter space where sustainable outcomes occur. This means that soci-
eties that would have undergone large amplitude ﬂuctuations and
collapsed if they were isolated, can now reach a stable steady state,
provided they are coupled with other societies with less resource
intensive practices. The differences in resource extraction rates
between the two societies help stabilise the overall system, which
echoes ﬁndings that heterogeneity in two patch predator-prey mod-
els is stabilising (Briggs and Hoopes, 2004; Murdoch et al., 1992;
Murdoch and Oaten, 1975). Furthermore, the regions of parameter
space where a given society achieved the highest average population
increased. The more couplings are added (in population, resource
etc.) the stronger the effect.
The present world is in a similar situation where, because of
competing power centres of comparable strength, any collapse that
could occur is more likely to be simultaneous and global (Tainter,
1988). These results indicate that a coupled network of societies
could prove more robust against collapse provided that at least some
societies maintain lower extraction rates of natural resources to
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dampen the oscillations in the rest of the system. Precisely quanti-
fying the regime in which overall system sustainability is achieved
is of obvious importance and is the future focus of our research
efforts.
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Appendix A
A.1. Easter Island Model Analysis
In the following we analyse system (1) by identifying the equi-
librium points, discussing their stability and determining the critical
transitions (bifurcations) of Eq. (1) under variations of the extraction
rate of natural resources, namely the a parameter.
By equating the rates of change of the variables to 0, we ﬁnd that
the ﬁxed points of system (1) are given by:
1. The origin O = (0, 0, 0).
2. The state with no human population and maximum amount
of natural resources N = (0,K, 0).
3. An interior equilibrium point E = (xe, ye, ze) where:
xe =
r
a
(
1 − ye
K
)
ye =
1
a
(
s
(
1 − b
d
)
+ qc log
d
b
)
(A.1)
ze = qxe log
d
b
Similar to the analysis by Motesharrei et al. (2014), we deﬁne an
extraction rate at which ye = K which we call a = (s(1 − b/d) +
qclogd/b)/K. This value can be seen as a characteristic extraction rate
for system (1) and sets a reference level for other values of the extrac-
tion rate. As such, we quote extraction rates by their relative value
with respect to a.
To assess the stability of the ﬁxed points of system (1), we look at
the Jacobians which are given by:
1. At the origin O:
JO =
⎡
⎣ b − d 0 00 r 0
0 0 −c
⎤
⎦ (A.2)
2. At the ﬁxed point N:
JN =
⎡
⎣ b − d 0 0−Ka −r 0
Ka 0 −c
⎤
⎦ (A.3)
3. At the interior equilibrium E:
JE =
⎡
⎢⎣
−b log db 0 bq
−Ka −r aa 0
bs+cdq
d log
d
b r − r
a
a −c − bsdq
⎤
⎥⎦ (A.4)
Thus, we can see that the origin O is a saddle node, while the state
with maximum natural resources N is an attractive node. As we see
in the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 2, the stability of E depends
on the value of the relative extraction rate a/a. Speciﬁcally, when
varying a, we encounter three bifurcations:
(a) A transcritical bifurcation when a = a. The ﬁxed points E
and N cross and E changes stability from a saddle node to an
attractive one. No positive population exists for a < a.
(b) A supercritical Hopf bifurcation at ac which is given by:
ac =
B+
√
B2 + 4AC
2A
a (A.5)
where
A = bdrq
(
ds − bs+ cdq log d
b
)
B = bdrsq(2c+ d) + c2d2rq2 + b2rs(s − dq)
+ bdrq(2bs+3cdq) log
d
b
+ b2d2rq2log2
d
b
(A.6)
C = dr2q
(
bs+ cdq+ bdq log
d
b
)
.
At the critical transition the ﬁxed point E loses stability and
a limit cycle is formed. The expression for ac in Eq. (.5) was
obtained by applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to
the characteristic polynomial of JE in Eq. (.4).
(c) A global heteroclinic bifurcation at a large extraction rate we
call ah. At this point the limit cycle and the N point intersect,
which leads to the disappearance of the limit cycle and the
formation of a heteroclinic orbit.
The term z/x in model (1) has a singularity at x = 0, but the
fastest decrease the population variable x can exhibit is an exponen-
tial decay with rate b− d, meaning that if x(0) > 0 then for any ﬁnite
time x(t) > 0. Numerically, the ratio z/x is regularised by adding
a small positive quantity to the population, i.e., x → x + 4 where
4 = 10−10. The system (1) was solved using a 4th order Runge-Kutta
method.
Appendix B. Equilibria for Diffusive Coupled System
We can identify as ﬁxed points of Eq. (6) the origin O, the state
with maximum resources and an interior equilibrium point, which
we denote E. We can estimate the bifurcation boundary by approxi-
mating the point E. Let v = (x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2) be the vector of state
variables of Eq. (6), which we can then rewrite v˙ = f (v). To compute
the approximate equilibrium values, let v0 be the equilibrium when
a1 = a2. We can expand f around v0:
f (v) = f (v0) + (v − v0)Df (v0) + h.o.t.
where Df (v0) is the Jacobian evaluated at v0. If we solve f (v0) +
v1Df (v0) = 0 for v1 then v0 + v1 is an O(Da2) approximation of
the interior ﬁxed point for the coupled system. The equilibrium
populations for the uncoupled and coupled regime (obtained both
analytically and numerically) are shown in Fig. B.1. By computing the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian at v0 + v1 we can determine the bifurca-
tion boundary for the system (6). The results are shown in the gray
dotted curves of Fig. 4 (a)–(d).
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Fig. B.1. Population, resource and wealth values at the stable, interior ﬁxed point for society 1 when uncoupled (solid line), or coupled via: migration alone (a), (d), (g),
(sx ,sy ,sz) = (0.1, 0, 0); migration and resource diffusion (b), (e), (h), (sx ,sy ,sz) = (0.1, 0.01, 0); migration with wealth and resource diffusion (c), (f), (i), (sx ,sy ,sz) =
(0.1, 0.01, 0.1). In all cases we see a reasonable match between analytic (dashed lines) and numerical results (dots). The results are quoted with respect to the equilibrium values
for an isolated society with extraction rate 2a , which is taken as a reference.
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